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Bikobiko Mto, is an ESL Instructor and interpreter at CWS/RSC 

Africa since 2014, a former Program Coordinator at the Universal 

College of Africa in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, a former Program 

Coordinator at the Universal College of Africa in Dar es Salaam, 

Tanzania and former French, English and Chemistry teacher at 

Fraternity Secondary school in Kasulu/Kigoma, Tanzania. Bikobiko 

was born in Fizi, a zone of the South Kivu region in the eastern part 

of the Democratic Republic of Congo. His father Bikobiko Robert, a 

reputable tailor in his zone, died when Bikobiko Mto was young. His 

mother, Lesa Masoka, took him to his grandfather, Msemakweli 

Eangano, after his father’s death. 
 

Early Life and Educational Journey 
Bikobiko Mto started his primary school in Uvira, a town in the eastern part of the Democratic Republic of Congo 

and finished his form six in Nyarugusu refugees’ camp in the eastern part of Tanzania. Bikobiko obtained a 

certificate of secondary school so called “Diplome d’état” and the IEB Certificate of secondary school (offered by 

the UNHCR). In October 2009 Bikobiko Mto earned a DAFI scholarship that helped him to pursue a Bachelor of 

Art in French Linguistic at the University of Dodoma in Tanzania. In 2016 he earned an African Union scholarship 

under the Mwalimu Nyerere African Union Scholarship Program to pursue a Master’s degree in Humanitarian 

Action Cooperation and Development at the Open University of Tanzania.  Bikobiko is currently completing his 

research section. 

Family and Hobbies 

Bikobiko Mto is the first born of a family of two kids. His young sister Bahati disappeared with his mother Lesa 

Masoka after the 1996 war in the Democratic Republic of Congo. He likes music, football, cinema, reading books 

and traveling. His passion for reading has instilled in him a desire to become a writer on various issues affecting 

his community and the world at large.    

Achievements and Awards 

During his first year of his master’s degree, Bikobiko Mto wrote a book entitled “English for Swahili speakers”, a 

project widely supported by his former ESL manager, Hannah Wilkinson, in its fundraising, editing and printing. 

Additionally, he received numerous awards during his academic career, such as, “Best Finalist in French of the 

University of Dodoma, in the academic year 2019-2012” in Tanzania and “Third Best University student of the 

Francophony-Tanzania in March, 2011”.  

 


